Dear Members and Friends,

We want to remind everyone that information on event submissions is in the box below. We offer free, worldwide publicity for Holocaust-related programs and all we ask is that you send us your information in a format we can use, so kindly follow our guidelines. As public events begin again, please indicate if your event is virtual or in person in the description section. Thank you.

Stay safe and be well,

Generations of the Shoah International (GSI)

Membership in our interactive leadership listserv is open to leaders / representatives of landsmanschaften and other Holocaust-related groups. If your local survivor, second generation or third generation group has not yet delegated a representative to join the GSI interactive online discussion / listserv group, please join us now. We already have dozens of members throughout the USA and from other countries. This global interactive listserv is the fastest way to reach the survivor community: genshoah@gmail.com.

For event submissions: www.genshoah.org/contact_gsi.html. Please fill out the information requested in the text areas and submit it to us at genshoah@gmail.com. You must send us your information no later than the 23rd of the month if you wish for it to appear in the upcoming month’s issue.

To search the newsletter by geographic area: Search by country for programs outside the USA or use the city and / or state abbreviations for those areas in the USA.

All times listed below are local unless otherwise stated.

Visit our GSI website at www.genshoah.org for updated information on new books, films, helpful links to Holocaust-related organizations and institutions, etc. Survivors, their children and grandchildren are welcome to post contact information for their local groups on our website.

GSI has an “open” Facebook group that anyone can join and invite others to join. Feel free to introduce yourself to your brothers and sisters in the survivor community and communicate directly with them without having to be cleared by a third party. Use the group to find old friends.
ANNOUNCEMENTS

The IHRA (International Holocaust Remembrance Alliance) condemns recent antisemitic violence and hate speech, advances education on the genocide of the Roma, and counters Holocaust distortion at Athens Plenary | IHRA (holocaustremembrance.com)

UNESCO, the World Jewish Congress and Facebook agreement extends Holocaust education resource to 12 languages.

US Holocaust Memorial Museum Statement on Formal Agreement between U.S. and Germany to Advance Holocaust Issues

CONFERENCES

World Federation of Jewish Child Survivors of the Holocaust and Descendants
November 5 – 8, 2021
St. Louis Marriott Grand Hotel, St. Louis, MO

Non-German Camps during the Holocaust Period (Virtual)
December 7 – 9, 2021
Yad Vashem, Jerusalem, Israel

UPCOMING WORKSHOPS & SEMINARS

Yahad-In Unum / Johannesburg Holocaust & Genocide Centre Educators Workshop
Forest Town, South Africa – all times South African Time
15 July 16:00- How to Investigate on a Crime 80 Years Later?
22 July-16:00- Reflecting on Modern Mass Crimes and Genocides

Online Symposium: Children in the Holocaust
July 18 - 23, 2021
Appalachian State University, Boone, NC
Full schedule. Registration. Open to the public.

4th Annual Wally and Lutz Hammerschlag Summer Educator Seminar
Lessons of Hope: Learning about Rescue, Resistance, and Faith during WWII and the Holocaust
July 27 – July 29, 2021 9:00 am – 12:00 noon
Stockton University and Yad Vashem
Virtual Seminar: **Facing the Enemy with Holocaust Survivor Werner Salinger**
July 30, 2021  10:00 am MT
Arizona Jewish Historical Society, Phoenix, AZ

**Holocaust & Human Behavior**
August 2 – 5, 2021
Facing History & Ourselves, Brookline, MA

### Upcoming Events

Now – August 27, 2021—Wiener Holocaust Library, **London, UK**
Exhibit: **Death Marches: Evidence and Memory**

Now – December 2021—Chula Vista Heritage Museum, **Chula Vista, CA**
Exhibit: **RUTH: Remember Us the Holocaust**

Now—May 2022—Kupferberg Holocaust Center, **Queens, NY**
Exhibit: **The Concentration Camps: Inside the Nazi System of Incarceration and Genocide**
This new, original exhibition surveys the scope and brutality of the Nazi system of incarceration and genocide, underscoring the horrific consequences of intolerance, racism, & authoritarianism.

July 15, 2021 –September 5, 2022—Illinois Holocaust Museum & Education Center, **Skokie, IL**
Exhibit: **Shanghai: Safe Haven During the Holocaust**

July 15, 2021, 2:00 pm ET—Museum of Jewish Heritage, **New York, NY**
**The Third Generation and the Holocaust in Film** with **Dr. Irit Felsen** and 3G Filmmakers
Alexa Karolinski and **Noa Maiman**

July 15, 2021, 4:30 pm ET—Moment Newsletter, **New York, NY**
**In Her Own Words: A Conversation with Marion Wiesel, wife of Nobel Peace Prize winner Elie Wiesel**

July 17 – 18, 2021—Project Witness, **Brooklyn, NY**
**Facing the Face of Antisemitism: Vital Discussions About the Rise of Antisemitism**

July 18, 2021, 4:00 pm CT—Children of Holocaust Survivors Association in Minnesota (CHAIM), **Minneapolis, MN**
**How the Nazis Used Theatre and Public Events to Promote Their Genocidal Ideology** with **Dr. Dana Solomon**, author of **Ideological Battlegrounds: Entertainment to Disarm Divisive Propaganda**

July 20, 2021, 11:30 am ET—Virtual Temple Emanu-El Streicher Center, **New York, NY**
**Unstoppable: From Nazi Prisoner to Wall Street King: The Indefatigable Siggi Wilzig**

July 20, 2021, 2:00 pm ET—Museum of Jewish Heritage, **New York, NY**
**Stories Survive** with survivor **Erika Hecht**.
July 20, 2021, 17:00—Museum of the Holocaust, **Buenos Aires, Argentina**

**1941: The Year of the Decision** with Dr. Peter Hayes

July 20, 2021, 7:00 pm South Africa time—Johannesburg Holocaust & Genocide Centre, **Forest Town, South Africa**

**Rethinking Women’s Narratives: Women’s Agency During the Nazi Era**

July 20, 2021, 7:00 pm ET—US Holocaust Memorial Museum, **Washington, DC**

**Film screening and discussion:** Piecing Together One Family’s Holocaust History

July 20, 2021, 11:00 am ET—Holocaust Memorial & Tolerance Center, **Glen Cove, NY**

**Curator’s Corner: A Bell from the 1936 Olympic Games in Berlin**

July 22, 2021, 2:00 pm ET—Museum of Jewish Heritage, **New York, NY**

**In-person Film Screening: The Crossing**

July 22, 2021, 4:30 pm ET—Museum of Jewish Heritage, **New York, NY**

**In-person Film Screening: Love It Was Not**

July 22, 2021, 5:30 pm (Israel Time)—Yad Vashem, **Jerusalem, Israel**

**The Romanian Jewish Leadership During the Holocaust: Perceptions and Actions** (English) with Gaëlle Fisher

July 22, 2021, 6:30 pm CT—Illinois Holocaust Museum, **Skokie, IL**

Virtual Exhibit opening and survival panel: **Shanghai: Safe Haven During the Holocaust**

July 25, 2021, 4:30 pm ET—Museum of Jewish Heritage, **New York, NY**

**In-person Film Screening: The Crossing**

July 25, 2021, 7:30 pm ET—Children of Holocaust - Survivors Association in Michigan, **Detroit, MI**

Zoom concert: **Talia Reese, 3G Comedian.** RSVP to Chaim2gen@gmail.com.

July 27, 2021, 2:00 pm ET—Museum of Jewish Heritage, **New York, NY**

**Legacies: Judy Heumann**

July 28, 2021, 11:00 am ET—Holocaust Memorial & Tolerance Center, **Glen Cove, NY**

**Curator’s Corner: Ambassador Dodd’s Diary.** Learn about what Dodd thought as he watched from his office in the embassy in Berlin as Adolf Hitler rose to power and then began inching Germany towards war.

July 28, 2021, 1:00 pm ET—Forum for Dialogue, **Warsaw, Poland**

Zoom in on the Forum: **Childcare institutions in Warsaw ghetto with Agnieszka Witkowska-Krych**

July 28, 2021, 5:00 pm ET—Museum of Jewish Heritage, **New York, NY**

**In-person Film Screening: The House on Wannsee Street**
July 28, 2021, 7:00 pm CT—Pelz Holocaust Education Resource Center, Milwaukee, WI
Virtual program: *The Story Keeper: Weaving the Threads of Time and Memory, A Memoir* with author Dr. Fred Feldman and his sister Charlotte-Feldman-Jacobs.

July 29, 2021, 5:30 pm (Israel Time)—Yad Vashem, Jerusalem, Israel

July 29, 2021, 4:30 pm ET—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
In-person Film Screening: *A Starry Sky Above the Roman Ghetto*

July 29, 2021, 19:00 SAST—Johannesburg Holocaust and Genocide Centre, Forest Town, South Africa
*Warsaw: A City Divided* – film screening and conversation with the director, writer and producer Eric Bednarski.

July 29, 2021, 7:00 pm ET—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
*Olympic Pride, American Prejudice* with author Deborah Riley Draper

August 1, 2021, 2:00 pm ET—Sousa Mendes Foundation, Huntington, NY
*Abba Kovner, Hero and Witness* with a screening of the film *Partisans of Vilna*.

August 3, 2021, 2:00 pm ET—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
*Stories Survive* with survivor Dorien Greenbaum

August 4, 2021, 12:00 pm ET—Fritz Ascher Society for Persecuted, Ostracized and Banned Art, New York, NY
*Helen Shiner, Oxford (UK): Sculpting the Light: Avant-Garde to Auschwitz and Beyond. Moissey Kogan (1879-1943)*

August 11, 2021, 2:00 pm ET—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
In-person Film Screening: *Thou Shalt Not Hate*

August 11, 2021, 4:30 pm ET—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
In-person Film Screening: *The Keeper*

August 17, 2021, 4:00 pm ET – Museum of the Holocaust, Buenos Aires, Argentina
*The German Destruction of the Jews in Soviet Belarus: Mass Murder, Persecutors, Survival* with Dr. Christian Gerlach

August 18 – 21, 2021—Mauthausen Memorial, Mauthausen, Austria
Open Air Film Retrospective. For information on films and times contact info@mauthausen-memorial.org.

August 29, 2021, 3:00 pm ET—Holocaust Memorial Resource & Education Center of Center Florida, Maitland, FL
*In My Own Words with Inge Koele*
October 5, 2021, 7:00 pm ET—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
**Zoom Book Launch:** *What They Didn’t Burn: Uncovering My Father’s Holocaust Secrets* with author Mel Laytnner

October 13, 2021, 7:00 pm ET—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
**Wallenberg: A Musical Tribute**, in-person or livestream.

---

**FYI... FOR YOUR INFORMATION**

*FYI...* Online newsletters
- Yad Vashem May 31, 2021
- Yad Vashem June 9, 2021
- Yad Vashem June 14, 2021
- Yad Vashem June 22, 2021
- Yad Vashem June 28, 2021
- Yad Vashem July 7, 2021
- Yad Vashem July 12, 2021
- Bad Arolsen June 2, 2021
- Bad Arolsen July 2, 2021
- Memoria
- Wiener Holocaust Library
- YIVO Summer Newsletter
- Sir Martin Gilbert Book Club

*FYI...* *The Rescuers-Last Chance Project* is a “race against time” to document more untold, first-hand stories of the dozens more diplomats and seeks the public’s assistance. *The Rescuers* research team is looking to speak with anyone who may have information about the “Righteous Among the Nations” diplomats who are to be included in the expanding Joyce D. Mandell Rescuers Collection. Those with pertinent information are encouraged to visit [www.rescuersdoc.com](http://www.rescuersdoc.com). Here are some of the rescuers:

- **Brazil**: Aracy De Carvalho, Luiz Martins de Souza Dantas
- **China**: Feng Shan Ho
- **Ecuador**: Manuel Munoz
- **El Salvador**: Jose Castellanos
- **France**: François de Vial
- **Italy**: Pacifco Marchesini, Giorgio Perlasca, Angelo Rotta
- **Peru**: Jose Maria Baretto
- **Poland**: Władysław Bartoszewski, Konstanty Rokicki
- **Portugal**: Carlos Sampaio
- **Romania**: Constantin Karadja, Florian Manoliu
Slovakia: Ján Spišiak
Spain: Angel Sanz Briz, Eduardo Propper de Callejon, Sebastian Radigales, Jose Santaella
Sweden: Per Anger, Lars Berg, Carl Ivan Danielsson, Elow Kihlgren
Switzerland: Harald Feller, Ernst Prodolliet, Ernst Vonrufs, Peter Zurcher
Turkey: Necdet Kent
Yugoslavia: Franjo Puncuch

FYI…Children of the Holocaust Survivors Association in Minnesota (CHAIM) is a Minneapolis-St. Paul metropolitan area organization of children (second generation, a/k/a 2Gs) and other descendants and friends of Shoah survivors.

CHAIM’s 150 members are linked together by the common goals of preserving and honoring the legacy of our parents and other family members affected by the Shoah. CHAIM addresses issues of its members’ mutual interest through regular programs and presentations on a wide range of Shoah-related issues. Meetings are held approximately every month or every other month with presentations by local and national specialists dedicated to remembrance of and current issues related to the Shoah. These programs include educational projects, documentaries about the Shoah, and personal stories shared by members about the 2G and 3G experience. CHAIM promotes the needs of survivors and descendants of survivors and co-sponsors a wide spectrum of programs with similarly minded local and state professional, academic and advocacy organizations. CHAIM shares resources and programming ideas, provides emotional support for its members, and reaches out to future generations — grandchildren (3Gs) and great-grandchildren (4Gs) of survivors — to advance the legacy of the Shoah. There is no fee to belong to CHAIM.

CHAIM is affiliated with 2G and 3G groups across the US and with the worldwide umbrella group, Generations of the Shoah International (GSI), the world’s largest Holocaust family organization. For more, please contact Ken Engel, CHAIM Chair, at kene@kselaw.com.

FYI… Many virtual programs on the Holocaust have been held during the Corona virus shutdown. Here are some of them.

May 25, 2021: Jewish Responses to the Shoah: Insights from Personal Memoirs with Prof. Glenn Dynner, Sarah Lawrence College
May 26, 2021: "X Troop: The Secret Jewish Commandos of World War II" Book Talk
June 4, 2021: For Survivors the Holocaust Is Personal: Why Comparisons Can Be Dangerous
June 9, 2021: From Denmark to Sweden: Flight and Rescue in October 1943
June 10, 2021: Antisemitism. Connecting the past with modern-day
June 10, 2021: Complicit
June 11, 2021: Revisiting The Last Days
June 16, 2021: The Allies’ Most Dangerous Spy Was a Woman
June 17, 2021: The Nazis After the War: Complicity, Impunity and Trials
June 18, 2021: Diplomats Who Risked It All to Save Lives
June 22, 2021: A Conversation with Grandchildren of a Nazi Perpetrator and of Holocaust Survivors
June 29, 2021: Like No Other Country: The Remarkable Rescue of Denmark’s Jews
June 30, 2021: Pride Month: Defying Nazi Persecution
June 30, 2021: Curator’s Corner: Harvey Milk and Reclaiming the Pink Triangle
June 30, 2021: Women Resistance Fighters during the Holocaust
July 7, 2021: Curator’s Corner: The Evian Conference
July 7, 2021: First Person with Holocaust Survivor Irene Fogel Weiss
July 8, 2021: Winter Journey: A Discussion with the Author and Filmmaker
July 9, 2021: Reintroducing Morris Katz – Holocaust Survivor, Artist, and American Icon
July 11, 2021: Remembering Elie Wiesel the Man and His Writings
July 13, 2021: Resistance Fighter and Holocaust Survivor Carla Peperzak in Conversation with Dr. Ray Sun
July 14, 2021: Comics Take on Hitler and the Nazis
July 14, 2021: Curator’s Corner: The Velodrome D’Hiver (Vel D’Hiv) Roundup
United Nations five-part series Beyond the Long Shadow: Engaging with Difficult Histories

Click here for past videos from Beit Terezin
Click here for past programs from the Center for Jewish History
Click here for past programs from Classrooms Without Borders
Click here for past webinars from Echoes and Reflections
Click here for past videos from the Ghetto Fighters’ House
Click here for past 3GNY WEDU Wednesday speaker presentations
Click here for past programs from the Holocaust Center for Humanity

Virtual Program Recordings | Holocaust Memorial Resource & Education Center of Florida (holocaustedu.org)
Click here for past programs from Holocaust Memorial & Tolerance Center of Nassau County
Click here for past programs from the Holocaust Museum Los Angeles
Click here for past programs from the Illinois Holocaust Museum
Click here for past programs from the Jewish Foundation for the Righteous
Click here for past programs from the Johannesburg Holocaust and Genocide Centre
Click here for past programs from the Kupferberg Holocaust Center
Click here for past programs from Liberation 75
Click here for past Martin-Springer Institute programs
Click here for past programs from the Museum of Jewish Heritage
Click here to view recordings of past programs from the Sara and Sam Schoffer Holocaust Resource Center at Stockton University. Additional videos can also be found here.
Click here for past Sousa Mendes Foundation programs
Click here for past programs from the Temple Emanu-El Streicker Center
Click here for past Facebook programs hosted by the US Holocaust Memorial Museum
Click here for past programs from the USC Shoah Foundation Institute
Click here for past videos from the Wiener Library
Click here for past Ray Wolpow Institute Noémi Ban Memorial Collection programs
Click here to view recordings from Yad Vashem recent lectures that you may have missed. Additional lectures for further exploration are available here.
Click here for past programs from YIVO

FYI... For the latest on the Baltics

FYI... Articles, videos, podcasts and slideshows in the news…Note: links were active when the newsletter was written but some links may now have been deactivated by the publisher. If a link doesn't work, you can look for the story using a search engine, e.g., Google, Yahoo or others.

Across Borders: International
To Fight Holocaust Denial, Facebook Searches of Key Words in 12 Languages Will Prompt Authoritative Info
Facebook will now provide Holocaust education in 12 languages — including German
Israel Deprives Central Europeans of Moral Cover – Analysis
US and Germany join in Holocaust education push
America and Germany to collaborate on Holocaust-education efforts
U.S., Germany Confront Rising Anti-Semitism, Holocaust Denial
Labyrinth Of Lies Examines Germany's Post-War Response to Holocaust
Who else will meet the US envoy to the Holocaust?
A Hate-Filled Attack Made A Grandson Of Holocaust Survivors Understand Their Experience A Little More. But He Decided to Buck Their Advice
‘A Big Wake-Up Call’: Filmmaker Evan Williams on Germany’s Neo-Nazis and the Far Right
US, Israel, Jewish groups express dismay over Polish law limiting Holocaust-restitution claims
Israel, Poland Summon Each Other's Envoys Over Holocaust Restitution Law Spat
Antony Blinken, Heiko Maas Vow New Culture of Remembrance at Holocaust Memorial
Lapid Meets with Canadian Foreign Minister In Israel
Righteous Polish Woman Who Saved Hundreds of Jewish Children Is Honoured
Questions about Holocaust Survivor Day
How to celebrate the first Holocaust survivors’ day
Holocaust Survivor Day Honors Those Who Lived On
French heiress ends fight with US college to reclaim Nazi-looted art
David Dushman, last surviving Auschwitz liberator who drove a tank through its fence, dies at 98
Last Surviving Auschwitz Liberator David Dushman Dies
The Last Liberator of Auschwitz
‘Hero of Auschwitz’ David Dushman, last surviving liberator of death camp, dies aged 98
Treasures stolen by the Nazis still waiting to be found
Auschwitz Exhibit Seeks to Teach Children About the Holocaust
Piercing animated Anne Frank film focuses on the little girl behind the symbol
A Modern Take on Anne Frank's Holocaust Saga Wows Cannes
‘Where Is Anne Frank’ Cannes Review: Powerfully Reimagined Animated Holocaust Film Should Make Strong Impact on Young Audiences
'Where Is Anne Frank', Director Ari Folman on Adapting the Famous Holocaust Victim's Diary: 'We Forget That She Was a Real Person'
'Child Martyrs to National Evils,' Frank and Till's Legacies Increasingly Tied
‘An entire world in one album’
What We Joke About When We Joke About Anne Frank
Eva Schloss: Why I Took Austrian Citizenship Aged 92
92-Year-Old Survivor of Auschwitz Accepts Austrian Citizenship at London Ceremony
Jews Understand Reparations Better than Anyone
Tokyo Olympics: All the Jewish athletes to watch
Holocaust Fiction | The Ritz Herald
I've Been Here Before: Holocaust and Reincarnation
UK must boycott Durban festival of Jew hate
Australia
Commentary: The Death Penalty Revives Memory of the Holocaust

Austria
Austrian soldier imprisoned for showing photos of swastika tattoo on testicle
Vienna university announces new $9,000 scholarships for young Jewish studies researchers
Eva Schloss, who had fled Austria as a child and later befriended Anne Frank, reclaims citizenship at 92
Austrian theater group reenacts a post-Holocaust escape in the Alps

Belarus
Belarusian president: Whole world 'bows' to Jews due to Holocaust
Lukashenko: 'Whole World Bows to Jews Due to Holocaust'
Belarus president says Jews got the world to ‘bow before them’ after the Holocaust
‘The Entire World Grovels to the Jews’: Belarus Dictator Alexander Lukashenko in Antisemitic Outburst

Brazil
Brazilian parents protest teaching of new Anne Frank diary containing sexual descriptions
Brazil's Bizarre Love of Comparing Things to the Holocaust

Bulgaria
Bulgarian Far Right Candidate Denies Holocaust, Praises Hitler

Canada
Opinion: Canada can learn from Germany
We've Been Teaching Holocaust Education All Wrong, Here's How We're Going to Change That
Outgoing Supreme Court Justice Rosalie Abella on family and learning to be a judge | CBC Radio
Surviving The Holocaust: A Vancouver Family's Story Comes Vividly to Life in Joe Gold's Two Pieces of Cloth
Kelowna author's story of mother's holocaust survival being read around the world - Kelowna News
Holocaust survivors' story recounted in new memoir penned by son | CBC News
Avi Benlolo: The World Forgets the Lessons of The Holocaust at Its Peril
Len Rudner: What the Holocaust Taught Me About Making Amends for Residential Schools
David Hofstedter: Anti-Semitism's Troubling Rise Proves Need for Better Holocaust Education
Montreal girl’s bat mitzvah project is bearing witness to the Holocaust
Opinion | Mainstreaming of Jew-hatred in Canada

Cuba
Based on grandmother's heroic tale, author shows 1930s Cuba as haven for Jews

Dubai
This is the first ever Holocaust exhibition to open in the Middle East

France
Hitler's 'Mein Kampf' Gets New French Edition, With Each Lie Annotated
New French Translation of Hitler's Main Camps Hits Bookstores
In significant verdict, French court sentences Holocaust denier to 5 years for making death threats
‘This Little Bag Carries a Great Memory’: Tefillin Case From 1888, Looted by Nazis, Is Returned to Jewish Family
Antisemitic Vandals Use Blowtorch to Deface Holocaust Memorial in French City with Swastikas

Germany
Merkel’s likely successor: Every young person should visit Auschwitz
Opinion | Germany's Apology for Genocide in Namibia Is Not Enough
Germany's Laws on Hate Speech, Nazi Propaganda and Holocaust Denial: An Explainer
Did the Nazis Force an Art Sale? The Question Lingers 88 years later
German State Returns 19th-Century Painting Looted by Nazis
Was This Picasso Lost Due to The Nazis? Heirs Say Yes. Bavaria Says No.
Why Käthe Kollwitz’s Art Remains Shockingly Resonant 150 Years Later
German royal family lawsuit could backfire and reveal nobles' support for Nazis
Germany’s Other Genocide: Dress Rehearsal for the Holocaust
The Nazi Tainted Politics of The Early Documenta Art Shows
The gay, Jewish scientist the Nazis left alone
Holocaust survivor, singer Esther Bejarano dies, aged 96 | DW | 10.07.2021
Esther Bejarano, One of The Last Survivors Of Auschwitz Women's Orchestra, Dies At 96
A rabbi from Hungary will be the German army’s first rabbi chaplain since the Holocaust
First Jewish Military Rabbi Appointed to Germany’s Bundeswehr in 100 Years
Germany's Fist WWII Military Rabbi Aims to Open Door to More Jewish Recruits
First Chief Rabbi in German Army in 100 Years
Politics of refugees: new museum in Germany documents refugees - analysis
Germany Eases Citizenship for Nazi Victims’ Descendants
Germany eases citizenship rules for Nazi victims' descendants

Germany Passes New Citizenship Law for Descendants of Nazi Victims

Germany Lifts Restrictions for Descendants of Nazi Victims to Get Citizenship

Controversial New Berlin Museum Centers on Germans Expelled After WWII

People, Pictures and Places: German Jews Across the Centuries

Swastika discovered on ark at Frankfurt airport synagogue

German Army Chiefs Tried to Cover Up Scandal of Hitler Songs, Antisemitic Chants at Soldiers’ Party in Lithuanian Hotel, Newspaper Claims

**Greece**

Isaac Mizan Last Living Greek Jewish Survivor of the Holocaust Dies At Age 94

**Hungary**

Actress Jamie Lee Curtis Helps Raise Funds to Restore Abandoned Synagogue in Hungary with Family Ties

**Israel**

Join The Dots Between the Holocaust, Anti-Jewish Hate, And Anti-Jewish Statehood

PLU Signs Partnership MoU with Yad Vashem, The World Holocaust Remembrance Center

Israel Summons Polish Envoy Over Holocaust Property Bill

Naor Gilon: Holocaust Survivor's Son, Advisor To 3 PM's - Soon Israel's New Envoy To India

For the first time, I understand how Holocaust happened - Opinion

New memoir paves way for Holocaust survivor's stories

Israeli paratroopers to recreate partisans’ WWII jump in honor of Hannah Senesh

Artist memorializes Jewish lives lost in Holocaust by restoring violins

Female Holocaust Survivors Portrait Defaced for the Third Time at Jerusalem Exhibit

In Rare Footage, Israeli Astronaut and War Hero Ilan Ramon Shares Motivation as Son of Auschwitz Survivor

Ilan Ramon, Israel’s 1st Astronaut, and the Meaning of Life

The Magical Political Images Of Israeli Political Cartoonist Shay Charka

**Japan**

Japan, Home To The Summer Olympics, Has A Rich Jewish History

**Lithuania**

Lithuanian Government Engaging in ‘Holocaust Denial,’ Says Author of Book Exposing Her Grandfather’s Past as Nazi Collaborator
A Glimmer Of Hope Or Prelude To Holocaust: Lithuania's June 1941 Uprising Remains Controversial

Netherlands
Dutch To Probe 3000 Nazi Looted Artworks, Return Them to Jewish Heirs, Groups
Nazi-looted art collection to be investigated by Dutch gov't, returned
A new animated Anne Frank movie brings her diary to life in modern-day Amsterdam

New Zealand
New Zealand still not opening files on 'resettled' alleged former Nazi emigres

Poland
Poland Opens Probe into Mass Burial Site Found Near Auschwitz
Rescuing Daughter from Church Orphanage
Kielce Pogrom Which Took Lives of Holocaust Survivors in Poland Commemorated, as Controversy Over 'Disgraceful' Restitution Law Intensifies
Polish Draft Bill Could Limit WW2 Property Restitution Claims
In Poland, a bill to limit Holocaust restitution advances in parliament
‘We Won’t Pay for German Crimes,’ Insists Polish PM, as Antisemitic Invective Swirls Around Controversial Holocaust Restitution Law
Poland Defends Law That Could Block Jewish Restitution Claims
'Poland will not pay': Polish PM hits back at Lapid criticism of restitution law
Lapid Vs. Poland's Holocaust Restitution Law - Analysis
Thank you Foreign Minister Yair Lapid, you finally said the words
Holocaust restitution: For Poland, none is too much
Opinion: Poland's Latest Assault on the Legacy of the Holocaust
After latest legislation on stolen Jewish property, it's time to cut ties with Poland's government
Polish Insult to Holocaust Survivors
WJRO condemns Polish parliament for draft bill on Holocaust restitution
Israel Slams New Polish Holocaust Law As 'Immoral' And 'A Disgrace'
Restitution of Property Stolen During Holocaust is ‘Question of Dignity and Justice,” Israeli Diplomat Tells Polish Senate Hearing
Lapid slams ‘immoral’ Polish bill complicating Holocaust survivors
After Latest Legislation on Stolen Jewish Property, It's Time to Cut Ties with Poland's Government
Polish Senate begins hearings on Holocaust restitution law
In restitution protest, young Polish ultranationalists leave chunks of brick walls outside Israel’s embassy in Warsaw

Despite Presence of ‘Large and Influential’ American Jewish Community, US-Poland Relations Remain Solid, Deputy Foreign Minister Claims

Top Polish Artist Confronts Country's Holocaust Past in Jewish Museum Exhibit

Poland's Crusade to Whitewash History

Poland’s “Holocaust Law” Is Rewriting History

How Poland's Holocaust Law Infringes Free Expression

Holocaust memory is being challenged by Poland again

Majdanek: The Nazi War Camp Trials That Put Spotlight on Women

In New Film, Director Polanski Revisits the Horrors of His Holocaust Boyhood

Poland to rebuild historic palace where Nazi Enigma machine first cracked

The Tragic End of Polish Movie Star and Nazi Resistance Fighter Witold Zacharewicz

Polish Schoolchildren Topple 63 Headstones of Jewish Graves

67 headstones damaged at Jewish cemetery in Poland

Krakow city official says good-luck figurines of Jews are ‘antisemitic’ and should not be sold

**Romania**

Romanian Police ID Group of Minors in Synagogue Vandalism Reported on Eve of WW2 Pogrom Anniversary

Minors accused of antisemitic vandalism of historic Romanian synagogue

Romania holds unprecedented commemoration of Jewish victims of 1941 pogrom

**Slovakia**

Roma Boys Help Restore Forgotten Slovak Jewish Cemetery

In Slovakia, a retired non-Jewish educator teaches Roma teens about the Holocaust at Jewish cemeteries

Retired educator tells teens about Holocaust at Slovakian Jewish cemetery

**South Africa**

Capetonian Ella Blumenthal's holocaust survivor story told in award winning film

**Switzerland**

Switzerland adopts IHRA definition of antisemitism

Swiss Woman Helps Holocaust Survivors Weather Pandemics 2nd Trauma: Loneliness
UK

Hitler almost fulfilled his dark dream of liquidating all Jews
On Memorial Day, remember this secret troop of Jewish commandos from World War II
Secret WWII Jewish British Military Commandos Finally Come Out of the Shadows
The Untold Story of a Secret Unit of Heroic Jewish Commandos in World War II
Home of Alan Turing, the man who cracked the Nazi codes, up for sale in UK
Exclusive: Historians at war over ‘lost’ report into Nazi crimes on British soil
London Exhibition Focuses on Overlooked and Understudied Nazi Death Marches
To Understand Babi Yar, Understand the Context
Auschwitz Survivor's Holocaust Testimony Videos Hit 1m TikTok Followers
Daughter Of Polish Holocaust Survivor Reveals How Her Mother Hid For Years In A Coal Cellar,  
Cemeteries and A Toilet
How Nazi-looted treasures ended up in a Jewish-owned collection
No Vaccine for Stupidity: Yellow Stars Worn Again at Anti-Lockdown Protest
Looking for an Enemy: 8 Essays on Antisemitism review – hatred hiding in plain sight
Loanhead Road Named to Honour Church of Scotland Missionary Who Died in Auschwitz
Holocaust: How Quick-Thinking and A Nurse's Uniform Helped A 17-Year-Old Girl Escape Nazi Germany and Live A Remarkable Life
How a survivor of Auschwitz and Belsen found help in old age – from an unexpected source
Rob Rinder, Arlene Phillips and David Dangoor among the Queen's Birthday Honours
Survivors’ stories project receives Queen’s Award
Review: How to be a Refugee: One Family’s Story of Exile and Belonging
Heartfelt Tributes to Auschwitz Survivor Leslie Kleinbahn Who Dies Aged 92
Leslie Kleinman: The sole survivor who spread love, not hate
Holocaust Statue for Irena Sendler Who Saved Hundreds of Jews from the Warsaw Ghetto to Be Unveiled in England
Newark Statue for WW2 Polish Woman Who Saved Hundreds
Minister to decide fate of Adjaye’s Holocaust Memorial next month
Jewish war hero’s heritage is finally set in stone
Champion of Auschwitz tells story of Polish boxer who became symbol of hope
Remember The Past but Don't Be Held Captive by It - Rabbi Jonathan Sacks
Teachers Are Shielding Children from Full Horrors of The Holocaust
Young Children Should Not Learn About the Shoah
Journalist who vandalized Warsaw Ghetto wall is teaching British teachers about antisemitism
Exclusive: BBC ‘Hitler was right’ journalist is sacked
Palestinian Journalist Fired from BBC Over ‘Hitler Was Right’ Tweet Pins Blame on ‘Pro-Israel Mob’
Auschwitz museum tags Mattie McGrath in tweet about Holocaust after comments
Conspiracy Theorist Nurse Who Compared NHS to Auschwitz Struck Off
Simon Schama: How the Covid-19 Virus Caused Anti-Semitism to Go Viral
British Neo-Nazi, Ex-Army Driver Sentenced to 18 Years in Prison on Terror Charges
Holocaust Museum Vandalized with Swastika and Anti-Semitic Message

Ukraine
Ukraine to hold state event for 80th anniversary of Babyn Yar Massacre
Remembering Babi-Yar - The Little-Known 'Holocaust of Bullets'
Ukrainian Film Shows Deep History of Holocaust Massacre
In Ukraine, bullet holes are found in a synagogue and a mass grave of Holocaust victims is desecrated
Bullet Holes Found at Ukraine Synagogue as Mass Holocaust Victims Graves Raided

USA
Harry Truman and the Holocaust
New Book Alleges That Trump Told Former White House Chief of Staff John Kelly, ‘Well, Hitler Did a Lot of Good Things’
Trump said Hitler 'did a lot of good things,' horrifying his chief of staff John Kelly, book says
Top US general warned of ‘Reichstag moment’ in Trump’s turbulent last days
Top US general said Trump spread 'gospel of the Führer' and threatened US democracy with 2020 election lies: new book
Top US general warned of ‘Reichstag moment’ in Trump’s turbulent last days
The War on History is a War on Democracy
When the Monuments Men Pushed Back Against the U.S. to Protect Priceless Art
Help send ‘The Nazi’s Granddaughter’ to every member of US Congress
Don’t confuse Holocaust education with the battle over critical race theory
When Holocaust education meets critical race theory: A partisan history debate unfolds in Louisiana
Banning critical race theory will gut the teaching of Jewish history
Social media companies say they ban Holocaust denial. Are they also blocking education?
Does Banning Holocaust Denial on Social Media Also Block Education?
Holocaust Museums Issue Joint Statement on Antisemitic Vandalism in Florida
Holocaust Museum and Education Center is envisioned for Berks Military History Museum
Representative Paul Gosar Recruits Holocaust Deniers into the GOP
Far-Right GOP Congressman Paul Gosar to Appear with Holocaust Denier Nick Fuentes at Fundraiser
Far-right Congressman will Appear with Holocaust Denier at Fundraiser
2 Republican state lawmakers liken coronavirus protections to Nazi laws
Research rebuttal paper uncovers misuse of Holocaust datasets
Leaked Chats Show Ex-Marine Wants to Make Maine Safe Space for Neo-Nazis
There Is No Comparison to The Holocaust, So Politicians Should Stop Making Them
Federal judge throws out anti-vaccination lawsuit and calls its Nazi analogy ‘reprehensible’
Marjorie Taylor Greene tours Holocaust Museum and apologizes for likening COVID protections to the Holocaust
Marjory Taylor Greene Reveals She Learned Nothing from Holocaust Museum Visit
U.S. congresswoman Marjorie Taylor Greene apologizes for comparing COVID-19 masks to Holocaust
Democrats shelve censure resolution after Rep. Greene apologizes for Holocaust comparison.
Weeks after Holocaust Museum visit, Rep. Greene makes new Nazi-era comparison in opposing vaccination push
In latest Nazi analogy, Marjorie Taylor Greene invokes ‘medical brown shirts’ in decrying vaccination outreach
Marjorie Taylor Greene Doubles Down on Latest Nazi Comparisons Despite Apology for Past ‘Offensive’ Comments
Marjorie Taylor Greene blasts NBC “name calling” after Nazi comparison criticism
Tomi Lahren is latest to compare pandemic rules to Nazism in critiquing flight attendants’ mask enforcements
Bad Holocaust education leads to bad Holocaust analogies
Comment: Bad Holocaust analogies proof we haven’t learned | HeraldNet.com
Savannah Rabbi Says More Holocaust Education Needed After Georgia Representative Apologizes for Remarks
Washington State GOP Lawmaker Wears Holocaust Era 'Jew's Star' To Attack Covid-19 Vaccination Drive
Wearing a Star of David, another lawmaker compares coronavirus measures to the Holocaust
Rep. Lauren Boebert says Biden’s COVID vaccine staff are ‘Needle Nazis’
Auschwitz Museum says Lauren Boebert’s tweet about vaccines shows ‘moral and intellectual decline’
A Brief Blinken Family History: From Pereiaslav to DC and Back
In bipartisan vote, Texas adopts IHRA definition to define anti-Jewish acts
Governor Abbott Signs HB 3257 Into Law, Creating The Texas Holocaust, Genocide, And Antisemitism Advisory Commission
Texas Becomes First US State to Adopt Leading Definition of Antisemitism
US Jewish Groups Hail Adoption by Texas of Leading Definition of Antisemitism
Eye On Culture: Dallas Holocaust and Human Rights Museum Fulfilling Its Mission to Educate
Nassau County in New York Acknowledges Official Anti-Semitism Definition
Opinion: Holocaust exploitation is antisemitism
Commentary: In comparing COVID-19 vaccines to the Holocaust, the idiots have outdone themselves – Tennessee Lookout
Cartoon: What isn't like the Holocaust
Nothing Is 'Like' The Holocaust
Covid Vaccine Opponents Are So Desperate to Be Seen as Victims, They're Hijacking The Holocaust
Gohmert Swears He Donated $5,500 to Holocaust Denier by Mistake
Author Sam Apple on "Ravenous: Otto Warburg, The Nazis, and the Search for the Cancer Diet Connection"
Facing the Unimaginable
US said to pick Amy Gutmann, daughter of Holocaust survivor, as Germany envoy
Daughter of Jewish Nazi-era refugee picked as U.S. ambassador to Germany
Daniel Libeskind Infuses Work with Optimism and Hope
Holocaust, Guns, And the Truth
It Has Happened Here
From the Nazis to the U.S.: LGBTQ hate
Ben Rhodes admits Holocaust reference in Obama’s Cairo speech a ‘mistake’
Holocaust Survivor Relinquishes Claim to Looted Camille Pissarro Painting
Legal battle over Nazi-looted painting at University of Oklahoma ends
University of Oklahoma amends settlement on painting stolen by Nazis during WWII
The New York Times’ ‘Nazi Correspondent’
Pride and Peril: Jewish American POWs in Europe
Holocaust Survivors in Tampa Bay Can Get Free Home Care. Do They Know It?
Elie Wiesel’s head is now in a cathedral. Should it be?
Holocaust survivor celebrates 100th birthday
Passenger on 1939 ‘Voyage of the Damned’ and Holocaust survivor dies at 94
Herbert Karliner, outspoken survivor of the SS St. Louis, dies at 94

Remembering Herbert Karliner

Bella Granek, 89, Holocaust survivor who was great with kids

Richard Rubenstein, 97, Dies; Theologian Challenged Ideas of God

Florida State remembers late Holocaust scholar Richard L. Rubenstein

Rev. Irvin Stern, Holocaust survivor and kosher butcher who came to Baltimore after World War II, dies

Fritzie Fitzshall, Illinois Holocaust Museum President and Auschwitz Survivor, Dies

Frieda Fitzshall, Auschwitz Concentration Camp Survivor, Dies at 91

Frieda Fitzshall, 91, Dies; Survived to Create a Holocaust Museum

David Mermelstein, Holocaust survivor who fought Nazi-era insurance companies, dies at 92

David Mermelstein, Holocaust survivor and longtime advocate for restitution, dies at 92

Moric Bistricer, Holocaust Survivor and Clipper Equity Founder, Dies

May We Never Forget

He Sang for His Captors at Auschwitz. 75 Years Later, He Sang There Again.

Tiburon centenarian survived Holocaust, COVID-19

David S. Wisnia, 94, Holocaust Survivor and Cantor Known for His Deep Baritone

Janet Malcolm, famed New Yorker writer whose family fled the Nazis, dies at 86

Michele Gillen exposed challenges of forgotten Holocaust survivors

‘Relentless warrior.’ Michele Gillen, iconic Miami investigative TV reporter, dies at 66

How Arthur Szyk, ‘Soldier in Art,’ Fought Nazis, Racism and Antisemitism with a Paintbrush

Jewish@edu: Medical Students Learn from a Holocaust Survivor — Detroit Jewish News

Holocaust Education May Help Teach Psychology's History

'God Has Truly Blessed You ': Atlantan Donates Historic Family Letters To Holocaust Museum

Plain Talk: Harry Gordon's Harrowing Account of The Holocaust Should Be Required Reading

Eugenics in the Holocaust

Inside Story: 'Ravine' photo captures horrifying Holocaust execution in the act

Holocaust Survivors: Join in Celebrating Their Miraculous Lives

Our First Holocaust Survivor's Day

Holocaust survivor: 'My life has been lucky' | Jewish Press of Tampa

Holocaust Survivor Keeps Family's Memory Alive

'What One Holocaust Survivor Taught Me About Forging Strength During Dark Times'—Author Kristin Harmel Reflects
Could better education stem hate?

Holocaust education workshops set for July, taking registrations

Jewish Leaders Say New Features at Holocaust Memorial Come at Critical Time

Next Generations Expands Its Holocaust Education Programs

Virginia Holocaust Museum Kicks Off Capital Campaign for Improvements

Lappin Foundation Launches Holocaust Symposium for Teens

Middle school teacher continues legacy of local Holocaust survivor

Collier County faith leaders push for Holocaust education after teen's anti-Semitic video

Elie Wiesel’s son: Jews always speak up for everyone else. Now’s the time to stand up for ourselves.

Letter to Heaven: “If”

Lessons from my father, a former slave laborer

N.J. Student's Hitler Essay Prompts Borough Launch of Holocaust Education Program

NJ elementary student’s first-person Hitler essay sparks outrage, probe underway

Holocaust Play Inspires New York Audiences, Survivor

Rush's Geddy Lee Tells Dave Grohl What It's Like to be the Son of Holocaust Survivors in From Cradle to Stage

Holocaust music showcased during 'We Are the Tree of Life' Programs - San Diego Jewish World

University Of Denver Team Working to Make Sure Holocaust Is Not Forgotten

Life with a Star

Nuremberg Prosecutor Ben Ferencz - 60 Minutes

USA Today's Jori Epstein Interviews Holocaust Survivor Max Glauben

Elin Hilderbrand asks for Anne Frank reference to be cut from novel after complaints

Writers remove references to Anne Frank and Israel from their novels following social media complaints

Bestselling Author Brad Meltzer Teaches New Generation about Anne Frank

Anne Frank’s famous optimism gets a bluegrass twang in Nefesh Mountain’s new song

Book Review: The Warsaw Orphan

New Wiesenthal Book Brings Nazi Hunter Back to Life

East Brunswick's Michael Kesler releases personal story of Holocaust survival in 'The Remnant'

After Months of Pandemic Isolation, 150 Holocaust Survivors Gather in Celebration at New York Concert

New York Holocaust Survivors Celebrate and Celebrated at Concert After Covid Isolation

Squatter Living Like A Pig In Holocaust Survivor's Hamptons Home
Blue Bloods and Brownshirts

Young Eyes Contemplate the Holocaust in New Documentary from Metro Detroit Filmmaker — The Jewish News

Jacksonville Girl Wins International Contest for Holocaust Artwork

Lydia Young of TEC at Bryant Wins Eva Lassman Memorial Holocaust Writing Contest

A 5th-grade student gave a first-person speech dressed as Hitler. The teacher and school's principal are now on administrative leave.

New Jersey teacher, principal on paid leave after student's report on Hitler's 'accomplishments'

Amazon removes Holocaust-themed anti-vaccine shirts

Nashville hat shop apologizes for selling yellow Jewish stars that read ‘Not Vaccinated’

Brands Cut Ties with Nashville Store Selling “Not Vaccinated” Star of David Patches

Outrage Greets Report of Arizona Plan to Use ‘Holocaust Gas Used in Executions

Holocaust survivors' daughter speaks out against gas chamber executions - KTAR.com

Not Just Neo-Nazis with Tiki Torches; Why Jewish Students Say They Also Fear Cloaked Anti-Semitism

Following Protests, Tobacco Store in New Jersey Removes Antisemitic Banner Calling Israelis ‘New Nazis’

Massachusetts School, Police Investigating After Swastikas Drawn in 20 Eighth-Grade Yearbooks

Medicare for All march called off after organizers say white nationalist “infiltrated” the group

White Supremacist Killer in Massachusetts Was Allegedly Heading for Local Synagogue, Say Witnesses

White Nationalist Group Tries to March Through Philadelphia, Promptly Gets Chased Out of Town

Masked white supremacists run from angry onlookers in Philadelphia

NYPD Footage Shows Three Suspected of Tagging Goldman Sachs, Verizon Buildings with Israeli Flag Bearing Swastika

PLEASE NOTE: Notices are provided for information purposes only. Generations of the Shoah International and its Coordinating Council members, agents and representatives make no representations, guarantees or warranties about the services offered, and any person considering whether or not to use those services relies entirely on his or her own investigation and evaluation of the services offered and assumes all risk and responsibility regarding the use of or failure to use those services.

We are happy to include news on events / projects in your local communities. If you want to tell us what you are doing, just send us an email at genshoah@gmail.com and we will print it in a future newsletter. We encourage you to share this newsletter with Holocaust Survivor family members. To join GSI and receive future newsletters, to volunteer for / suggest a committee, to recommend a resource person or to submit a book recommendation, or program information, contact us at genshoah@gmail.com or visit our website at www.genshoah.org.
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